A susceptibility locus for multiple sclerosis is linked to the T cell receptor beta chain complex.
Inheritance of T cell receptor beta chain (TCR beta) genes was analyzed in families of 40 sibling pairs concordant for the relapsing-remitting form of multiple sclerosis (MS). TCR beta haplotypes were determined by segregation analysis of polymorphic markers within the TCR beta complex. The mean proportion of TCR beta haplotypes identical by descent (IBD) inherited by MS sibling pairs was significantly increased compared with expected values (means test, p less than 0.004), whereas the distribution of haplotype sharing was random when MS patients were compared with their unaffected siblings. Furthermore, one allelic form of a TCR beta variable region gene segment was overrepresented on MS chromosomes compared with those parental chromosomes not transmitted to MS offspring both in the MS sibling pair families and in a second group of families containing only one individual affected with MS. These results demonstrate that a gene within the TCR beta complex or a closely linked locus influences susceptibility to MS.